
POPPER LURES 
Ideal for casting to 

all fresh and saltwater 
species. 5 x Clear 
poppers Size 5cm    

CODE : 16PPC 

POPPER LURES 
Ideal for casting for

all fresh and saltwater 
species. 5 x Asst col 
Poppers Size 5cm     

CODE : 16PP 

RATTLE LURES 
Ideal for casting for

all fresh and saltwater 
species. 5 x Asst col 
Rattle lures Size 5cm

CODE : 16RL 

F/W HOOK PACK 
200 assorted chemically 

sharpened Baitholder 
hooks suited to target 

most freshwater species 
from Trout, Cod and     

Yellowbelly. 
CODE : 28FWH 

 

SALTWATER  PACK 
100 Pieces of assorted   

terminal tackle inc hooks, 
sinkers and swivels 

packed in a sturdy box.   
CODE : 28PSW 

FRESHWATER  PACK 
110 Pieces of assorted  

terminal tackle inc hooks, 
sinkers and swivels 

packed in a sturdy box. 
CODE : 28EFW 

S/W HOOK PACK 
200 assorted chemically 
sharpened Octopus and 

Longshank hooks
suited to target most     

saltwater species from 
Whiting and Bream to 

Snapper. 
CODE : 28SWH 

 

LURE  PACK LIGHT 
5 popular light metal     
casting style  lures 

have been selected to 
target most species in 
the estuaries, off the 
rocks and beach as 

well as  jigging in    
deeper  waters.        

CODE : 16LPSL 

 LURE  PACK HEAVY 
4 popular heavy metal  

casting style lures have 
been selected to target 

most species in the
estuaries, off the rocks 
and beach as well as  

jigging in deeper         
waters. CODE : 16LPSH 

 

 LURE  PACK FRESH       
From our range of      

freshwater lures, the     
Gillies team has             

selected the most       
popular lures to target 
most species you may 

encounter in rivers, 
streams and lakes.      

CODE : 16LPF 

LURE & TACKLE PACKS 
The Gillies range of lure and tackle packs take the guesswork out of choosing the right tackle for your target species.  
Each pack contains either the most popular lure size and colour for their type and the hooks and accessories are of premium quality.

TACKLE PACKS 
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The Salmon/Surf pack contains various 
pieces of tackle including hooks,      

swivels, sinker clips, attractor beads 
and surf poppers packed in a tackle 
box. Bonus spool of line included. 

The Whiting pack contains red            
chemically sharpened Long Shank 

hooks, attractor beads,  swivels and 
bomb sinkers packed in a sturdy tackle 

box. Bonus spool of line included. 

The Bream pack has 100 pieces of tackle   
including chemically sharpened Long 

Shank and Baitholder hooks as well as 
swivels and ball sinkers packed in a   

tackle box. Bonus spool of line included. 

Items pictured in the above packs may vary from items supplied.

The Trout pack has everything you need to 
catch a Trout.100 pieces of tackle including 

chemically sharpened Baitholder hooks, 
sinkers, swivels and floats packed in a 

tackle box. Bonus spool of line included. 

The Flathead pack has all the necessary 
tackle including Red chemically              

sharpened Long Shank hooks, swivels 
and sinkers packed in a sturdy tackle 

box. Bonus spool of line included. 

The Snapper species pack contains            
100 pieces of tackle with red chemically 
sharpened Octopus hooks, swivels and 
slider rigs. Bonus spool of line included. 

SPECIES PACKS 
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CODE: 28SPSS CODE: 28SPWH CODE: 28SPSBR 

CODE: 28SPFL CODE: 28SPTR CODE: 28SPSSN 


